3.Place the safety seat onto the passenger seat in forward facing
position. By pulling or pushing the backrest of the safety seat in
forward or rearward direction,adjust the reclining of the backrest
(Ref Pic.10)and let the backrest close up to the
passenger seat . (Ref Pic.11)

Cleaning & Maintenance
The safety seat cover is easily removable and can be cleaned by using
neutral soap and cold water. Do not tumble dry ,iron the cover. Do not use
dry machine. Just airing it. Plastic part can be cleaned by using a wettish
drapery. do not use any solvents.
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SAFETY SEAT
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4.Place your child into the safety seat, make sure the belt no twisted
or knotted.Positioning the car ' s lap belt under both armrests and
pass over the laps of the child. Thread the shoulder belt under the
armrest and then through the upper shoulder guide on the headrest.
Then fix the metal inserts on the belt into the belt buckle. (Ref Pic.12)

Do not tumble dry

Do not iron

5 . If use the safety seat as a booster in Group 2+3 without backrest,
make the backrest downward 90°, then pull out it (Ref Pic. 13)
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6 . Fit the booster tightly onto the car seat backrest. Make sure the car
belt no twisted and knotted. Then thread the lap belt and shoulder belt
through the belt guide，and click them into the belt buckle. (Ref Pic.14)
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INSTRUCTION FOR USE BABY
SAFETY CAR SEAT
FORWARD
Thanks for choosing this safety seat SAVILE V6 to protect your child.
This seat has been manufactured to comply with the European
Standard ECE44/04. It is produced under the strict quality assurance
system, and passed the European strictest product authorization. But it can
play its function only it is used in right way, otherwise there will maybe
unexpected injury. So, please fit and use this safety seat according to this
handbook. The safety seat should only be fixed in a car disposing over a
3-point safety belt system with or without unroll-device, and the belt system
should comply with UN/ECE 16 or an equal regulation. According to the
accidents statistics, the most safety place for installing the safety seat are
rear passenger seats in your car. So we suggest you consider to fix this seat
in advantage firstly.

Warning
1.Please read this manual carefully before install this safety seat. Any
wrong installing may result in heavy injury.The manufacture do not
assume any responsibility in this case.
2.Do not modify the safety seat or add any spare parts, otherwise the
safety or function may be influenced.
3.Ensure the safety seat is secured to the car seat all the time, even
when not in use. Ensure your child on the safety seat must be secured
by children restraint system even not in the vehicle. Never leave your
child unattended in the safety seat.
4.Do not leave any loose objects in the back seats of the car, otherwise
your child may be injured by them in suddenly braking.
5.Please use new ones if your safety seat is damaged in accident.
6.The safety seat can become very hot if left in the sun, contact these
parts may injure your child.
7.Do not make the buckle in half locked. The child should be released
quickly in emergency.
8.Do not let the safety seat in corrosive.
9.The safety seat can not be used without its original cover. The original
cover is part of the homologation.
10.The manufacture guarantees the product's quality except the
secondhand ones.

The safety seat should be used with backrest. Secure the child into
safety seat with child restraint belt system, and fitting the safety seat
with the car's 3 points belt system. (Ref Pic 1).
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The safety seat can be used with backrest. Please use the car's 3
points belt system to fitting both the safety seat and your child
(Ref Pic 2a) If use the safety seat as a booster without backrest,
please ref (Ref Pic.2b)
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6.Tighten the shoulder straps by pulling the adjustable strap at the
front of the booster. (Ref Pig 7)
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Using as group 1
1. After thread the safety seat’s two shoulder belts through the
shoulder belt holes on the backrest, please check whether the height
of the shoulder belt is similar to your child’s shoulder height.(Ref Pic 6)
2. Fitting the safety seat in forward facing position on the passenger
seat which with 3-points belt system. And keeping upright and get it
close up to the passenger seat then fasten it. (Ref Pic 3/Pic 4)
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7.If you want to release your child from the safety seat, press the
adjuster button at the front of the booster, at the same time pull the
shoulder straps.Then press the red button on the buckle, place the
shoulder straps at the side and let your child out.

Using as Group 2+3
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3.After the car belt system get across the backrest, attach
the red clip onto the shoulder strap near the car buckle.(Ref Pig 5)

1.Unfasten the shoulder strap from yoke at the back of
backrest, draw the belt system out from the holes in the backrest
and booster.(Ref Pic.8)
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Using scope
This safety seat is suitable for children from 9-36kgs. According to the
different weight, there will be following categories:
Using as Group 1 (9-18kgs)
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4.Press the adjuster’s button at the front of booster, pull the
shoulder strap to loose the child restraint belt strap.
5. Press the red button on the buckle and place the shoulder
straps at the side, place your child into the safety seat, make
sure the belt no twisted or knotted.Approach the two inserts and
insert them into the buckle. The buckle will not work well till you
hear “click”. (Ref Pic.6)
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2.The height of the headrest must be adjusted according to the
height of your child. The upper shoulder guide hook on the headrest
must be a bit higher than the shoulder of your child. When adjusting the
height, pull the red adjuster at the back of headrest, at the same time
pull the headrest up or down to the suitable position.(Ref Pic.9)

